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5 More Uzan - De g. à d. (From g. la d.1.
porcelain enamel, 2012, ébauche H28cm;
cryslalliser H9cm; bOille H2lcm 6 James
Evans - Cleft. ceromic, melalleaf, and iran,
2012, H36cm. Caurtesy Marsden Waa
Gallery IPholo: Philip Soyer) 7 Exhibition
view of A Bouquel for Bill 01 KesIJe Barton,
CornwalllPholo: Som Davies)

6

JAMES EVANS - AMBUGATION
MARSDEN WOO, LONDON
3 MAY-16 JUNE 2012

5

MARC UZAN - CÉRAMIQUES DE LABORATOIRE
GALERIEDE L'ANCIENNE POSTE,TOUCY, FRANCE
12 MAY-S JULY2012
Marc Uzan, known for years as one of the top French ceramists, presents a
series of his newest work at the Galerie de l'Ancienne Poste in Toucy. Mostly
inspired by the classical forms of industrial glasses used in chemistry, the
exhibition is entitled Céramiques de Laboratoire ILaboratory Ceramicsl.
When Vou enter this exhibition it feels like Vou are entering a microcosm,
a world that is at the same time joyful and bizarre, a world filled with funnels,
phials, flasks, cylinders, or evaporators. Though less austere thon his former
work, Uzan has preserved his formalistic concerns, i.e. a sense of platonic
perfection, but here the work is allied with a refreshing light-hearted aspect.
His earlier work kept the observer at a respectfyl distance; DOW vou want to
get closer, and they make Vou want to play with them. For there is the spirit
of childhood reigning over this exhibition, but in a way that only an adult, or
a master ceramist in this case, could evoke, as if Marc Uzan were exploring
the sensations he had as a child while playing the little chemist. Redirecting
these classical industrial forms from their primary destination by recreating
them in a new materiallporcelain)
playfully forces the observer to change his
or her apprehension of those ordinary objects, leaving the field of bore utility
and considering the surrounding world in a disinterested way. There is
something surreal in this process, but without any violence contained in it,
rather with an expression of joy.
And then there are the colours, those incredibly beautiful colours, which
are in fact the real subject of the exhibition. The colouts should be thought of
as a field of research and a source of invention. In this is the admission that
beyond the apparent 'rupture' in Uzan's work is a more refined and secret
continuity. Those amazingly contemporary colours !the mauves, the coral-reds,
the golden yellows, the deep blues, and the ethereal greysl, the result of an
enormous amount of work and experimentation, so evidently speak to the
eye, ad ding even more to the poetic atmosphere that su ms up the spirit of
the exhibition. Marc Uzan is a master who is still able to play.

Mickaël Labbé
Mickaël Labbé is a French philosophy teacher and researcher
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During the 1960s sculpture kicked out the plinth and staked
floQf;'populating spaces that one entered as an equal pa ..
.
because of its more domestic scale, or because of the rel i ëluntil more recently) for ceramic art in the UK to assimilate 'e of fine art practice, for a long time the plinth has remained !hé .~
of display. Latterly ceramic artists have sought to extend .~ 7'
more crilical and physical scale, but domeslic scale is so ~'-~.
con do weil in the right hands.
For his show in the project space at Marsden Woo, James
the intimate scale of the lower gallery with a repository of à'.:-=
modified tables posing as plinths for a collection of clay srup7"_-=
with the ghosts of thé great - Brancusi, Gaudier Brzeska, /lrp r-~_
alliterative forms were like globular gilded nuggets, fecu
~
molecular baubles. Surfaces were dense, complex loyers of~rust-like iron, and reticulated gold and silver leaf that tem ~a::;caress the surface. Their weighty seriousness was pundu ec- ::such as Jolly Jonquille, Ambigaiety, and Ironique, which ,•..•
5::
playful conception.
--Set in a contemplative recess, Ironique swelled with a se--pomposity like a stranded omphalos, perched, spiked 0- cr -.....=;
table base, its pear-shaped obesity lending it a sense of ITt2 -".or.
improbable. Nearby, a cracked mirror, its silvered surface-=:"placed atop dainty iron legs, created a reflective void for ,c,-~=--a
leafed form like an alchemical mutant pupa pushing o' .:..~-::carapace. High on the wall above, Chrys6s, an open simz:r. -<=: ~
like an oversized teslicular harness asserting a relationsr';J
pervades much of the work.
•
As a form of display, a community of conversation p1e:::E5 ."
I;>estwh en the marriage between the ceramic form and thE ••:
a<tonvincing, unified sense of materiality, as in Argenteu-n' ::;'7r,
patinated conglomerate of swelling forms in cupric reds c;:-:4 ::-;:
confidently on its diminutive kidney-shaped 1960s OCcas' -- -.
tops where simulated, Hammerite over MDF or paint on ~ •_",--" .
more imitative and seemed to lack a little of the auth iÎtf c:-:: .
more elemental, emotional stature steel or Corian :g~1-~'2='
It is a mark of a confident artist to be able to assi ;"c"2-""::
authority and speak with an individual voice, and Ev;
work certainly does this with confidence and motu' . Sc:. -;:-kicked out the plinth but this exhibition shows how
'domestic heroic'.
Rob Kesseler
Rob Kesseler is a visual artis! and Professar of Cem . ,. - & -
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